About PHA Japan

Mission
PHA Japan is a group that aims to work with, and support pulmonary hypertension (PH) patients, and their family members to cope with the disease and improve patients' quality of life. PHA Japan acts for accomplishing the following four goals:
1. To have PH patients and their family members "understand PH"
2. To have PH patients and their family members "cope with PH"
3. To "improve and develop a healthcare and social environment" that will enable PH patients and their family members fight PH without undue concerns
4. To raise social awareness and understanding of PH

Activities
PHA Japan conducts the following activities to accomplish its goals:
1. Hold networking and study sessions for members
2. Issue newsletters and other publications
3. Operate a PHA Japan website (http://www.pha-japan.ne.jp)
4. Cooperate with and submit requests to related organizations and regulatory authorities to improve, enhance, research, healthcare and welfare systems for incurable diseases
5. Raise awareness of early diagnosis and treatment of PH
6. Other activities approved by the board

PHA Japan is a patient support group operated by pulmonary hypertension (PH) patients and members of their families. The group's activities are dedicated to assisting members to face PH, exchange information, encourage and support other PH patients, and make treatment choices they will not regret. PHA Japan is reinforcing collaborative relations with Japanese, as well as, overseas patient advocacy groups operating under the same objectives to proactively exchange the latest medical information and engage in other collaborative ties.

Join PHA Japan to encourage and support one another in coping with PH.
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